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Land acknowledgement
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We wish to acknowledge this land on which the University of 
Toronto operates. For thousands of years it has been the traditional 
land of the Huron-Wendat, the Seneca, and most recently, the 
Mississaugas of the Credit River. Today, this meeting place is still 
the home to many Indigenous people from across Turtle Island and 
we are grateful to have the opportunity to work on this land.



The University of Toronto’s Academic Toolbox



Organize content Connect and 
communicate

Assess student work 
and provide feedback Teach from a distance

The Academic Toolbox helps you…
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In this webinar:
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2
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Plan and organize conversations of difficult 
subject matters that support students in 
achieving course learning outcomes

Implement strategies for facilitating 
asynchronous and/or synchronous discussions

Lead a discussion debrief to consolidate 
student learning

Select approaches that support you and your 
students in having difficult conversations



I feel comfortable facilitating online 
discussions.

Quick poll
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Discussion planning 
handout
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https://q.utoronto.ca/courses/46670/files/12568192?wrap=1


Plan and organize
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Answer in chat:
1. Identify your discussion topic.
2. What makes it controversial, difficult, sensitive, or 

challenging?

(1) Identify your topic
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Think about: 
● What is the purpose of the discussion? 
● What do you want students to learn from the 

discussion? 
● How is the topic/discussion connected to the learning 

outcomes?

(2) Discuss for learning
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● Adapted from the "social identity wheel" (Hahn-Tapper 
2005).

● Social justice theory and trauma-informed pedagogy, 
two theoretical elements of EDI (equity, diversity, and 
inclusion). (Cote-Meek 2014; Davidson 2017).

(3) Complete pre-reflection
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● Does the discussion topic interact with my social 
identity? If so, how would that impact my engagement 
with the discussion?

● What preconceptions/values am I bringing to the 
discussion? Will these values be shared by my students? 

● Can I consider a framing of this topic/conversation?

(3) Complete pre-reflection



• Acknowledge that you’re conversing in a different space 
than you and your students might be used to

• Create ground rules in advance of the conversation
• Consider building a Community Agreement with 

students

(4) Set the tone
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https://tatp.utoronto.ca/teaching-toolkit/effective-strategies/community-agreements/


Answer in Office Form: What’s ONE 
ground rule that you would implement 
for your course?

(4) Set the tone
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https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=JsKqeAMvTUuQN7RtVsVSEMXza_1mn2dCs_a-FVvv3f1UNzRaS1NGNkVVRDAzMEVIU1JETEIzMkI2VS4u


(5) Determine discussion question/outcome
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● Avoid yes/no questions
● Allow multiple perspectives to be expressed
● Centre it around the learning outcomes

(5) Determine discussion question/outcome
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● What discussion question or prompt will you pose to 
students? 

● If you’re not planning to organize your discussion with a 
question, what are the intended outcomes of the 
conversation?

(5) Determine discussion question/outcome



(6) Ensure student preparedness
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Pre-discussion 
reading reflections



(6) Ensure student preparedness
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Pre-discussion reading quizzes



Implement strategies for 
facilitating discussions 
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Synchronous and asynchronous



● Allow everyone the opportunity to contribute
● Minimize likelihood of discussion monopolizers

Discussion strategy principles
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Synchronous discussion tools
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Teams Video Meetings



Synchronous I: Roundtable
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Pass



Synchronous II: Think-pair/group-share
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Synchronous III: Virtual post-it note
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● Establish protocol for asking questions or contributing
● Align synchronous webinar tool usage and availability 

with ground rules and facilitation strategy
○ Raise hand, Chat, Polling, Breakout groups

● Avoid calling on a single student to speak about their 
personal experience

● Signpost discussion and reflection prompts

Synchronous tips
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Asynchronous discussion tools
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Discussions



● Encourages information gathering and reflection before 
a challenging discussion.

● Includes multiple forms of media (e.g., videos, web 
pages, research articles) for increased engagement.

Asynchronous I: Collaborative wiki
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Set up a course page as a wiki Use Collaborative Space in 
OneNote Class Notebook

https://q.utoronto.ca/courses/46670/pages/discussions
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/getting-started-with-the-onenote-class-notebook-a-walkthrough-for-teachers-28666b8e-b0ae-48fe-b001-1874f5f6db58


● Incorporate proper citational practice into your 
discussion threads. 
○ Example: "Include 1-2 citations alongside your 

responses to your peers."
● Encourages scholarly conversation, research, and 

academic integrity.

Asynchronous II: Citational practice
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● Enable peer-to-peer learning through threaded 
discussion board posts and specific 
instructions.
○ Example: "Respond to two of your 

colleagues’ posts before replying to the 
discussion thread." (Designate starters)

○ Example: Use "must post first" 
feature before students can respond

Asynchronous III: Peer-to-peer learning
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● Model academic discussion etiquette for 
students through an example post

● Provide a rubric to clarify expectations
● Provide clear instructions for all discussion-

based activities prior to student completion
● Create group discussions when appropriate

Asynchronous tips
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● (7) Consider modality
● (8) Determine a facilitation strategy
● (9) Determine educational technology tools

Add to handout
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Addressing unplanned 
challenges
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(10) Prepare to respond: Plan for scenarios
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Scenario Ways I might address this
An argument emerges 
between students

•
•

Students push back against 
the instructor

•
•

Your scenario? •
•



● Address the discomfort in the virtual space.
● Pause and offer opportunity for reflection.
● Remind students of the ground rules and community agreement
● Remind students of the lesson learning outcomes -- return the 

conversation to the class goals.
● Follow-up with individual students after class via email.
● Don't despair; you're doing your best!
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(10) Prepare to respond: Plan for scenarios



Instructor guide to 
supporting students in 
online learning 
environments
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https://teaching.utoronto.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Instructor-Guide-to-Supporting-Students-in-Online-Learning-Environments_SLC9139.pdf


Debrief the discussion
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(11) Facilitate student debrief
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Facilitate reflection on the discussion to consolidate 
student learning. 

Sample questions:
● What did I learn from participating in this discussion?
● Did my perspective on <topic> change? Why or why not? 



Reflect on how the conversation went. 

Sample questions:
● What went particularly well? 
● What did not go according to plan? How did I respond?
● What will I do differently for the next discussion? 

(12) Debrief as facilitator
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Navigating Quercus support 
resources
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Webinars

Online/remote teaching webinars
Recordings and materials:
https://uoft.me/ctsi-videos

Other CTSI events:
https://teaching.utoronto.ca/events

Global calendar to support online/remote teaching: 
https://online-remote.teaching.utoronto.ca/
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https://uoft.me/ctsi-videos
https://teaching.utoronto.ca/events
https://online-remote.teaching.utoronto.ca/


Quercus support resources

https://uoft.me/qresources 42

https://uoft.me/qresources


Student support resources
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• Technology Requirements for 
Remote Teaching and 
Learning

• Quercus Student Guide

https://www.viceprovoststudents.utoronto.ca/students/tech-requirements-online-learning/
https://q.utoronto.ca/courses/46670/pages/student-guide


Planning guide: Teaching online/remotely

https://teaching.utoronto.ca/teaching-support/strategies/continuity-planning/online-remotely-pnt/ 44

https://teaching.utoronto.ca/teaching-support/strategies/continuity-planning/online-remotely-pnt/


Divisional support

https://uoft.me/qsupportcontacts 45

https://uoft.me/qsupportcontacts


CTSI website: https://teaching.utoronto.ca

Upcoming events: https://teaching.utoronto.ca/events

Quercus Support Resources: https://uoft.me/qresources

Divisional Support: https://uoft.me/qsupportcontacts

Questions: q.help@utoronto.ca
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https://teaching.utoronto.ca/
https://teaching.utoronto.ca/events
https://uoft.me/qresources
https://uoft.me/qsupportcontacts
mailto:q.help@utoronto.ca
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Questions?
Thank you!
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